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Bloomberg to keynote
Commencement
by Shaeera Tariq
Hatchet Staff Writer

Jordan emont | Hatchet staff photographer

"The Colbert Report" host Stephen Colbert jokingly promoted fear during the Saturday afternoon Rally to Restore
Sanity and/or Fear. The event was co-hosted by "The Daily Show" host Jon Stewart.

Thousands rally on National Mall
for sanity (and/or fear)

by Samantha Stone
Hatchet Staff Writer
Comedians Jon Stewart and
Stephen Colbert drew an estimated 215,000 to the National Mall
Saturday for their Rally to Restore
Sanity and/or Fear, despite an
unclear definition beforehand on
whether the rally was intended
for entertainment or to push a political agenda.
The afternoon was filled with
star-studded musical performances – from The Roots and John Legend to Kid Rock and Sheryl Crow
– and comedy segments, but it
closed with what Stewart called a
moment of sincerity. Stewart said
the event was an effort to call out
the media, specifically cable TV,
for being a “broken” information
tool for Americans.
“This is not a rally to ridicule
what people think, or people’s activism or to look down on those

out of the heartland or passionate
argument, or to suggest that…
we have nothing to fear,” Stewart
said.
Stewart said the media can
negatively affect the country depending on how it amplifies coverage of certain situations.
“The press is our immune system. If it overreacts to everything,
we actually get sicker,” Stewart
said. “And yet, with that being
said, I feel good, strangely calmly
good, because the image of Americans as reflected back to us by
our political and media process,
is false.”
Stewart said Americans learn
from the media that the country is
torn by polarizing animosity and
that it’s a shame that both sides
cannot work together.
“But the truth is we do, we
work together to get things done
every damn day,” Stewart said.
When Stewart announced the

rally Sept. 16, "The Daily Show"
host said he was looking for people who were too busy with their
families and jobs to go to rallies,
and that he couldn’t define the
general political views of those
who were attending.
While Stewart’s Comedy
Central colleague from “The Colbert Report” planned to hold his
"March to Keep Fear Alive" event
the same day as Stewart’s rally,
the comedians ended up combining the events. Colbert countered
Stewart’s calls for sanity Saturday
by playing up fears in America
about terrorism, racism and religion.
While Stewart gave out Medals of Reasonableness to four individuals who exhibited rationality in difficult situations, Colbert
gave out Fear Awards.
During a debate between the
See RALLY: Page 6
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Jon Stewart, left, addresses the crowd. An estimated 215,000 people filled
the National Mall Saturday for the Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear.

Senior gift will go to scholarship fund
by Amy RHodin
Campus News Editor
Seniors will direct their class
gift to an emergency scholarship
fund that gives undergraduate students who suddenly lost the ability to pay their tuition a financial
award.
Nearly 60 percent of the 700
seniors who voted chose the Ron
Howard Emergency Scholarship
Fund, which is aimed at aiding
student leaders on campus.
The fund was one of four choices seniors were given to vote on last
week. Other options included the
Green Campus Fund, undergradu-

ate research opportunities and the
GW Business Plan Competition.
Coordinator Eric Thibault declined to say how much the organization hopes to raise for the fund
this year but has said in the past he
wants to see 50 percent of the class
participate.
Seniors are able to direct their
gift to any are of the University
and the Luther Rice Society – a
branch of the Alumni Association
– will match the gift and direct it
to the scholarship fund. Students
are also able to send money to the
scholarship fund themselves.
Thibault said this year brought
out a record number of voters for
the annual class contribution.

“Roughly 700 seniors voted this
year via text message or e-mail, an
increase from the 500 seniors who
voted last year,” Thibault said.
Voting occurred for the gift
Oct. 25 and 26, with students able
to submit their choice via text message or the organization’s website.
“I think this choice in particular
reflects the fact that seniors understand the importance of expanding
financial aid opportunities for fellow students, in light of difficult
economic times,” Thibault said.
“Contributing the matched Senior
Class Gift to this fund enables us
to ensure that fellow students will
See SENIOR GIFT: Page 6

Women's soccer
drops two at
home
Team fails to
qualify for A-10
tournament.

• Page 10

Michael Bloomberg
Higher Education. He was elected
in 2002 and served as mayor of
New York City for the last nine
years.
“I hope [the GW community]
will be excited,” Knapp said. “He
is an important national leader, a
most creative philanthropist who
is active in many efforts.”
Knapp said Bloomberg also
has significant ties to the University, as approximately 1,700 current graduates and 15,000 alumni
have come from or live in the New
York City metropolitan region.
Knapp added that the University’s Commencement speaker
See BLOOMBERG: Page 6

UPD and MPD say
relationship is strong
by AMy D'onofrio
Metro News Editor
Recent incidents of crime on and
near campus have raised questions
about the communication between
the University and Metropolitan police departments, but officials from
both entities maintain they have a
strong working relationship.
When a woman reported a forcible rape just one block from campus
Oct. 6, the University received the
information almost 24 hours later, after the Examiner reported the crime
online. A spokeswoman for the University said then that the two police
departments are in contact daily, but
this was tested last week when a laptop was snatched on campus. The
University failed to send a Crime
Alert to the University community,
saying it did not have enough of a
description about the suspect to warrant an alert. But the Metropolitan
Police did have additional information that was not shared with the
University.
A breakdown in communication
The rape and laptop theft raised
campus-wide questions about the
communication between the de-

partments.
“Unfortunately I think in [the
sexual assault] case... I think it was
just one of those things where we
had a breakdown in communication. I consider that an anomaly,”
Senior Associate Vice President for
Safety and Security Darrell Darnell
said.
Second District Commander
Matthew Klein – GW's police district – said it is MPD’s policy to
share information with GW and
other universities.
“Anything that we think is either involving a student or will
affect the student population, we
immediately share with the University,” he said.
Klein said there was some sort
of communication breakdown with
the rape case.
“We got the information out to
the community relatively quickly,
but maybe it didn’t trickle down
over to the University for reasons
for just I don’t know right now,” he
said.
Klein said in some cases “it
takes a little while to figure out
that this involves a student, that
See UPD-MPD: Page 6

Professor arrested for alleged
possession of child pornography

Metropolitan Police arrested
an Italian language professor
Thursday for possession of suspected child pornography.
The faculty member was
suspended by GW pending further investigation.
Diego Fasolini, 42, a part-time
professor, was arrested in Rome
Hall at 6:30 p.m. Thursday evening, according to a Metropolitan Police Department report.
Fasolini taught two Italian
language courses this fall, according to the Department of
Romance, German, and Slavic
Languages and Literatures’
website.
“A George Washington University technical support analyst

found suspected child pornography on an external hard drive
owned by a part-time faculty
member who had asked the analyst for technical assistance with
the drive,” University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said.
"The analyst notified the University Police Department which
immediately alerted the Metropolitan Police Department.”
Sherrard said Fasolini is
currently suspended pending
further investigation, and the
classes he was teaching are being reassigned to other professors in the department.
Fasolini did not return a request for comment.

–Emily Cahn
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New York City Mayor and
well-known philanthropist Michael Bloomberg will serve as the
keynote speaker for the University-wide Commencement in May,
where he will receive an honorary
Doctor of Public Service, University President Steven Knapp announced Friday.
Knapp made the announcement on Bloomberg's turf in Manhattan, N.Y., at the second annual
GW Global Forum, which brings
together global leaders and GW
alumni to discuss worldwide economic issues.
“We believe he will be an inspiring speaker as a three-term
mayor of a very important city,”
Knapp said in an interview with
The Hatchet after the event.
The choice is an unsurprising one for the University, as
Bloomberg is noted for his public service and philanthropy, two
cornerstones of the University.
Bloomberg is also a public figure without major ties to either
mainstream political party. Conservative students have expressed
discontent with the University in
the past for having a string of liberal speakers.
Besides his role as mayor,
Bloomberg is noted for his extensive philanthropy. Through the
Bloomberg Family Foundation, he
donated or pledged almost $700
million to charities before 2007,
according to the Chronicle of

Register to vote in D.C.

Columnist Corey Jacobson urges students to cast their
votes in the District. • Page 4

ARTS

My new friends: Hopelessness and Helplessness
Columnist Ali Peters encounters the impact of HIV/
AIDS in Uganda. • Page 8

7-Eleven looks to
extend hours
Community group
fears later hours will
prompt an increase
in noise.

• Page 3

Alumni up for re-election Tuesday

A handful of the seven alumni running face tough
re-election battles. • Page 3

D.C. grads incur most debt in U.S.

Study finds that average D.C. debt load is more
than $30,000. • Page 3
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IN Brief

GW looks to create
temp agency

Looking for work? GW may soon be
able to help you go from unemployed to
employed – at least temporarily.
A proposal for a University-wide
temp agency will be presented to University President Steven Knapp and other senior staff in March.
Headed by the Innovation Task Force,
the temp agency would essentially hire
students to fill various jobs on campus.
Jeffrey Lenn, associate vice president
for academic operations, stressed that
the idea is in its infancy, and that a team
is just now being organized to develop
the plan.
“We are just getting started on exploring this idea as one of the major innovations put forth by the Innovation
Task Force,” Lenn said, adding that there
will not be any final word on the project
until early spring.
In September, Yale University announced a Temporary Staffing Services
program that was looking to hire six
full-time employees, or “floaters,” who
would take on various temporary work
assignments as needed.
The Innovation Task Force is an initiative by Knapp to ensure GW’s funds
are being used efficiently and to come
up with new programs and goals for the
University.

–Lianna Havel

Corrections
In, “Children’s art raises awareness,”
(Oct. 28) The Hatchet incorrectly characterized a giveaway from Bright Beginnings as a raffle.
In “Laptop allegedly snatched near
21st and G streets,” (Oct. 23 Newsroom
blog) The Hatchet incorrectly reported the crime happened at 21st and G
streets.
The alert sent out by the Metropolitan Police Department said the crime
happened in the 2100 block of G Street.
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Lauren Emmi, a junior in Delta Gamma, and Marta Cofone, a freshman in Chi Omega compete in Phi Kappa Psi’s Sorority Boot Camp Sunday. The
event, part of Phi Psi for GIs, raises awareness for military heroes. Items and money raised go to the Freedom Alliance and TAPS charities.
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Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear

College Democrats prepare for rally

Hundreds of thousands packed the National
Mall for the star-studded event.

Members of the CDs make signs for the
Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear.

Actors take part in the sixteenth
annual picture show.

November
Monday

1

The Politico-GW Battleground
Poll Election Eve Preview
Experts will discuss the results of the
latest Battleground Poll and predict
midterm election results.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 6 p.m.

Tuesday

2

Rocky Horror Picture Show

Wednesday

3

Election Night Watch Parties

Digital Town Hall

“Twilight: Eclipse”

Join Program Board, the College Democrats and
the College Republicans for free food and games
while watching the midterm election results.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom and
Continental Ballroom • 7 p.m.

Assistant Secretary of State for Western
Hemispheric Affairs Arturo Valenzuela will discuss
U.S. foreign policy in the Americas and answer
questions submitted via Facebook and YouTube.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 11 a.m.

Program Board will show the
latest film in the Twilight saga as
part of its 2010 Fall Film Series.
Marvin Center Amphitheater
• 7 p.m.
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D.C. grads incur
most debt in U.S.
Study finds that
average debt load is
more than $30,000
by gabrielle marush
Hatchet Staff Writer
College students in D.C.
carry a higher level of debt
upon graduation than any
other students in the country.
Students in the District
graduate with an average of
$30,033 in debt, more than
double the debt load students
in Utah – the state with the
least amount of student debt
– leave school with, the Project on Student Debt found.
The study, which found that
GW students graduate with
$31,299 in debt, used student
data from 2009.
The national average for
2009 graduates was about
$24,000, up 6 percent from the
previous year.
GW student debt comes
primarily from student loans,
said Dan Small, director of
the Office of Student Financial Assistance. Students who
do not qualify for financial
aid or whose applications are
denied turn to either private
loan companies or the federal
loan program “to meet their
educational expenses.”
Small said he believes living in an area with a high cost
of living is partially to blame
for D.C. students’ debt levels.
“Also, we do not have the
state support other schools
may have from their state
government,” Small said.
“The total amount of aid pro-

vided to students attending a
D.C. school comes from the
institution.”
GW students still graduate with less debt than those
at American University and
the Corcoran College of Art +
Design, who carried $40,966
and $42,355 in debt, respectively.
Although the District
ranked No. 1 in the amount
of debt students incur upon
graduation, only half, or 51
percent, of D.C. students were
in debt at all upon graduation.
At GW, that number was lower, at 47 percent of graduates.
Thirty-seven other states had
higher percentages of students
in debt upon graduation.

"D.C. is expensive.
If you want to have
fun, you gotta pay
money."
jeremy shore
Sophomore

Jeremy Shore, a sophomore, considers himself one
of the lucky ones, for whom
debt is not a concern.
“I’m fortunate enough
that my grandparents pay
for my college degree,” Shore
said. “D.C. is expensive. If you
want to have fun, you gotta
pay money. Debt’s not really
a concern for me but I’m sure
it is to other people.” u

catherine finsness | hatchet photographer

The 23rd Street convenience store, popular among students and
Foggy Bottom residents, wants to remain open 24 hours a day.
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Man on the street
Students express mixed feelings about midterms
Perceived lack of excitement
on par with national polls
by Danielle Solinski
Hatchet Reporter
Despite GW’s reputation as one of the most politically active schools in
the country, the midterm
election cycle has drawn
mixed enthusiasm from
students on campus, on
par with recent polls that
suggest student interest
in the midterm elections
is low.
Only 27 percent of
students said they will
definitely vote in the Nov.
2 midterm elections, nine
percentage points fewer
than those surveyed just
11 months ago.
“Last election I was
pretty tired of the Republicans and [George
W.] Bush’s administration and everything like
that,” said Kaden Trifilio
, a senior who said he
leans Democrat. “But my
enthusiasm for politics
in general has dwindled
over the last couple of
years.”
Students
said
a
myriad of reasons have
kept them from becoming involved in politics
this semester, or from
voting altogether. Some
said President Barack
Obama’s actions while in
office have been disappointing, leading to student apathy this election
cycle.
“I feel like Obama
really rallied the youth
vote [in 2008],” junior
Lenworth
James,
Jr.,
said. “But now due to the
fact that he hasn’t done
much, or that the media
is portraying him as not
having done much, the
youth, we don’t feel mobilized to vote now.”
Others said that it
was an overall disillusionment with national
politics that is keeping
their enthusiasm low.
“I was incredibly enthusiastic and involved
in 2008,” said Jessica
Glicker, who said that
while she wasn’t eligible
to vote at the time, she
campaigned for candidate John McCain. “Now
I’ve sort of lost interest.”
Glicker said this is

the first time she can vote
in a national election and
she lacks an initiative to
have her opinions heard.
“Basically,
I
just
haven’t gotten my absentee ballot figured out,”
Glicker said.
Consistent with polls
suggesting the number of
students planning to vote
Nov. 2 is low, many GW
students say they don't
feel inclined to cast their
ballots Election Day.
Kyle Mackie, a sophomore, said she voted
in the 2008 election for
Obama and plans to cast
her vote for the Democrats again in Tuesday’s
election.
“I think [Obama]
faced a lot of really hard
challenges, and I don’t
think that major, major changes could really come in two years,”
Mackie said. “I think that
people who really listened to him during his
campaign
understand
that real change, especially in the Washington
bureaucratic system we
have, takes a lot longer
than just two years.”
Senior Elizabeth Murphy said she still supports Obama as much as
she did two years ago,
but understands why the
public has become critical of the first-term President.
“I worked on the Hill
last year and you can see
how frustrating it is how
slow everything moves
up there,” Murphy said.
“I mean, our expectations were higher, but I
think he’s done a good
job regardless.”
Despite the perceived
lack of enthusiasm, the
presidents of the College
Republicans and the College Democrats said their
memberships are still
strong.
“You can see people
going door-to-door getting more positive responses than we’ve ever
gotten before,” said Jake
Wolf, the chairman of the
CRs. “2008 was such a
hard year for us to campaign and this year, you
know, it’s fun to win.”

Elizabeth Murphy
Senior

"I was a sophomore
here in 2008, and you
could just feel the energy
[over the election], and
you just don't really feel
it this year."

Jessica Glicker

Freshman
"I think a lot of people, through
[Barack] Obama, were expecting
some huge change, and I don't
see much of that. I think most
people associated him with change
because he just seemed different...
But he just carried out the the same
as most presidents do."

Lenworth James, Jr.

Junior
“I mean, one thing about President
Bush – even though a lot of people
didn’t like him because of the bills
he passed and everything – even
he was adamant about what he did,
he stood by what he did. [Barack]
Obama’s very wishy-washy. He
should really take a stand.”

Kyle Mackie

Sophomore
“I think it's hard to keep [the
enthusiasm] of that election. It was
such a popular movement to get
swept up in, but I still feel positive
about the administration. I think it
takes longer than two years to make
change and I don’t think it's time to
turn our back on Obama."
Photos by QionGning Yang

Josh Altman, the president of the CDs, said that
despite a loss of momentum since Obama’s campaign two years ago, he
is still optimistic about
Tuesday’s vote.
“Over three campaign trips and weekend
canvasses in Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, and Mary-

land and Virginia, we’ve
knocked on almost 10,000
doors,” Altman said. “So
we really had an impact,
we really had the turnout
from the memberships
that I think really reflects
a continued enthusiasm
and a continued support
for the President and for
the party’s agenda.” u

7-Eleven looks to
lengthen hours
Univ. sees ten-person drop in Fulbrights
Community group
fears later hours
will prompt noise
by elise apelian
Hatchet Reporter
The 7-Eleven behind GW
Hospital hopes to stay open
24 hours a day, but members
of the Foggy Bottom Association want the convenience
store to prove their late-night
hours will not attract rowdy
students.
Owners Shala and Sam
Bahrami, a mother and son
duo, broached the subject at
the FBA’s meeting Tuesday
night. Their proposal was
met with concern that GW
students would see the small
store as a gathering place after
late nights out.
FBA member Erik Weber
proposed a trial period for the
7-Eleven to extend its hours,
but members of the FBA did
not reach an agreement on
whether or not to allow the
trial period to take place.
FBA President Asher Corson, a GW alumnus, said after
the meeting that the Bahramis
may still try to extend their
hours.
“I think they’re going to
approach us in the next few
days with a proposal and we
can begin to go back and forth
and hopefully enter a voluntary agreement [a binding
legal contract] for a trial period,” Corson said.
If residents feel the extended hours created a nuisance or
that the voluntary agreement

is violated, the association
could sue 7-Eleven and make
it revert back to the current
operating hours, which are 7
a.m. to 11 p.m.
The Bahramis said with the
new development at Square 54
– known as The Avenue – extending 7-Eleven hours would
allow them to better compete
with similar stores that might
be on the property.
“I am a good business
owner and all I am asking for
is a chance,” Shala Bahrami
said. She later stressed that
she has owned the store for
21 years and that it was even
open during the large snowstorms that hit Washington,
D.C., last winter.
Corson said he hoped
7-Eleven could extend its
hours, but just “didn’t see it
happening,” because of the
lack of support from the FBA.
David Raish, a junior who
lives in City Hall, the residence hall located on the same
block as the 7-Eleven, said he
doesn’t think there will be
much disturbance if the store’s
hours are extended.
“I don’t see it being as big
of a deal as the FBA is making
it out to be,” Raish said.
There is another 7-Eleven
on campus in the lower level
of Thurston Hall, which is
open 24 hours a day.
But freshman Ariel Kendall can see why residents
would be concerned about
the noise. The Thurston resident said it’s “definitely true”
that students create quite a bit
of noise at that convenience
store.
“It’s where you go to find
drunkenness basically,” she
added. u

Multimedia Reporters
Wanted
Learn to produce the videos, web content and audio
slideshows that are the cutting edge of journalism.
E-mail web@gwhatchet.com

Number of
applicants also
decreased
by Amanda D'Ambra
Hatchet Staff Writer

GW fell 17 places this
year in a ranking of Fulbright scholarship-producing institutions, dropping
from the No. 8 spot to the
No. 25 spot, according to
statistics from the Chronicle of Higher Education.
Thirteen
Fulbright
scholarships were awarded
to GW students and faculty
this year, down from 23
awarded last year.
The head of GW’s Center for Undergraduate Fellowships and Research
defended the University,
saying last year ’s crop of
scholars was unusually
large.
“I think last year was
just an extraordinary year,”

Dr. Paul Hoyt-O’Connor
said in an e-mail. “That set
of applicants was remarkably strong. This year ’s
group was strong… but it
is quite unreasonable to
expect that GW would duplicate the previous year,
which, in several ways,
was ‘off the charts.’”
But the decrease may be
a new trend for the University, which prides itself on
creating Fulbright scholars.
This year ’s pool was about
25 percent smaller than last
year ’s, with 55 applications
sent out to the prestigious
scholarship program, as
opposed to 74 last year.
Hoyt-O’Connor called
the number of awards
granted to GW students
this year similar to years
leading up to last year ’s record-setting number, but is
confident the numbers will
increase in the future.
“These numbers are
going to be trending upwards,”
Hoyt-O’Connor
said. “I don’t know whether we will get such a high

Fulbright Scholarship Recipients
for 2009 and 2010

2009
23 students
2010
13 students
Source: Chronicle of higher education
Graphic by eve chan

number of winners again
anytime soon – but looking at the most recent set
of applications we finished
and sent off last week, it’s a
pretty strong group.”
Dr. Dianne Martin, associate vice president of
graduate studies and academic affairs, said “an occasional dip” does not have
an impact on GW’s overall commitment to being
among the top Fulbright
scholar producers in the
country.

GW now ranks behind
several Ivy League universities and comparable
institutions,
including
Northwestern University,
Boston College and Johns
Hopkins University, for
producing high numbers
of Fulbright scholarship
recipients.
GW still ranks ahead
of Georgetown University,
which produced 12 award
winners this year from a
nearly identical number of
applicants. u

and master’s degree program,
said that adding this minor to
his curriculum will be beneficial for his future career goals.

ist,” Komo said.
Komo said he helped rally
the creators of the minor over
the past year by meeting with
administrators and faculty
members to pitch the proposal. As the director of GW’s
Diversity Affairs Commission,
Komo said this project has
been a huge part of his mission for the fall.
“I am excited that future
generations of GW students
will be able to enhance their
academic careers by pursuing this field of study,” Komo
said.
Moshenberg acknowledge
that without an effort by interested students, the program
would not have gotten off the
ground.
“In many ways this was
generated by a group of students who’ve done a lot of
hard work,” Moshenberg
said. u

University creates LGBT minor
New minor in
CCAS to focus
on LGBT issues
by Amy Rhodin
Campus News Editor
The Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences established
a minor in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Studies
last week, after student leaders lobbied the University for
over a year to create the discipline.
Dan Moshenberg, the director of the Women’s Studies
Program which houses the minor, said the curriculum was
passed after a multi-disciplinary group of faculty came forward with the proposal more
than a year ago. The formation
of the minor paves the way for

a major in the area to be established in two years.
“This has been a longstanding conversation,” Moshenberg said. “Professors from the
psychology, American studies,
writing department and many
others help to bring this before
the Columbian College.”
The curriculum will include a series of courses that
focus on issues relating to the
LGBT community, including
“Transnational Film and LGBTQ Culture.”
Moshenberg said that students who hope to pursue a
minor in the course of study
can start taking classes this
spring. Already-established
courses will count toward the
minor, and at least two GW seniors will be able to graduate
with the minor on their transcript in May, he said.
Michael Komo, who is in a
five-year combined bachelor’s

"In many ways this
was generated by
a group of students
who've done a lot of
hard work."
Dan Moshenberg

Director
Women's Studies Program
“It will give me the tools
necessary, along with my internships and LGBT activism
in D.C. and at GW, to enable
me to be as successful as possible as a lifelong LGBT activ-

Opinions

Lyndsey Wajert
Opinions Editor
lwajert@gwhatchet.com
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Annu Subramanian
Contributing Editor
asubramanian@gwhatchet.com
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"D.C. is expensive. If you want to have fun, you gotta pay money."
–Jeremy Shore, a sophomore, speculating on why District students graduate with the highest
level of debt in the country.
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Staff Editorial

by Lisa Fischer

A good choice for
Commencement
When Michelle Obama spoke at Commencement last year after GW successfully
participated in her service challenge, she
set a high standard for subsequent Commencement speakers. But GW’s choice
of New York Mayor and business tycoon
Michael Bloomberg is ultimately a good
move for the University. Bloomberg’s history will appeal to a large group of Colonials – as he has made a name for himself
in business, politics, media and philanthropy – and his high profile continues a
promising trend of notable Commencement speakers.
The most appealing aspects of
Bloomberg’s background are that he has
experience in many fields to which GW
students can relate. His work in equity
trading and systems development in Wall
Street trading firms is something students
in the business school will find inspiring
and relevant. But his most famous work in
the business field has to be that he started
his financial software and media company
now known as Bloomberg L.P. Bloomberg
L.P. is also a world-renowned news company, and this is similarly valuable to GW
students in the School of Media and Public Affairs. His innovation and drive to
start this successful company is definitely
something he can relay to graduating Colonials, and even students outside of the
business school may find his advice valuable.
Of course, Bloomberg’s current title as
mayor of one of the biggest cities in the
world also plays a significant role in his
appeal to GW students. On such a politically active campus, someone who transferred his success from one field into the
political world is especially notable. So
many students on campus either have political aspirations or a deep-seated interest
in politics, and Bloomberg can speak to
both groups of students. He successfully
maneuvered the political path to mayor
by famously switching parties to attain
his current position, and he has even been
mentioned as a potential presidential candidate in the past. Clearly, he will be able
to convey important information about
working in politics to those with political
science majors or political communication
majors, and to other students as well.
GW’s choice of Michael Bloomberg as
Commencement speaker for this year’s
graduating class is also a continuation of
the trend of hosting notable and high profiled figures as Commencement speakers.
Graduating Colonials have previously
heard from George H.W. Bush, Barbara
Bush, Hillary Clinton, Rahm Emanuel
and Michelle Obama. Although he does
not have the exclusively political appeal
of previous Commencement speakers,
he does have that experience. Ultimately,
GW’s choice may have been difficult, but
the University made a good move in naming Bloomberg as Commencement speaker. We look forward to hearing what he
shares with graduating Colonials in May.

In response to the
missing Hatchets

Last Thursday, The Hatchet received a
series of reports of individuals taking entire stacks of issues of the paper and moving them to either the nearest recycling
container or to unknown locations. We
find these actions distressing, and want to
remind those individuals that taking entire
stacks of papers is stealing from both the
community and from our institution.
Stealing entire stacks of Hatchets with
the intention of preventing other students
from reading them is just that – stealing.
Every Monday and Thursday, we try to
provide students, faculty and administrators with news and other information
both online and in print. But when people
across campus can’t pick up a hard copy of
The Hatchet because the papers are missing, those individuals who moved the papers have essentially stolen from the community.
In addition to hurting our readers, this
move also hurt our institution in a number
of ways. Advertisers who spend a great
deal of time and money working with our
business staff lost money when readers
were not able to see the advertisements
those businesses paid for. Thursday’s issue
cost an estimated $3,500 in advertisements,
and yet the majority of those ads never
reached the eyes of their intended market.
Similarly, The Hatchet as a business
lost money when the product we paid to
print did not reach its intended customers.
The latest issue cost $1,500 to print, not including stipends for staff and employees.
We lost a great deal of money when people
could not find or read our product, and so
we take this as a personal attack on our institution.
We encourage any student with information about these incidents or about the
individuals involved to go to the University Police Department, and you can submit
tips anonymously if you prefer.
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Dining still
needs a fix
T

Creepy Colonial

he other day I found myself in
every upperclassman’s worst
nightmare: I was hungry and
heading to a meeting in the Marvin
Center. You can imagine the rest of
the story. Reluctantly, I wandered
into J Street, trying with all my willpower to remain optimistic.

Justin Guiffré
Columnist

T

Register to vote in D.C.

omorrow is Election Day, but chances are concerns usually range from improving the food at J
good that you already voted. I believe this be- Street to scoring a fall break.
cause, like many other politically active GW
But during the few short years that we live here,
students, you probably vote absentee in your home this is our hometown. The issues are decided by only
state.
a mayor and 13 City Council members — ranging
For a student body that is incredibly engaged from the new tax on plastic bags to the regulation of
on a national political level, there is a striking lack of D.C.’s fleet of food trucks that GW students hold so
involvement — or even concern — with
dearly. But these issues affect our daywhat goes on in the city in which we
to-day lives infinitely more than the city
live. This apathy manifests itself in many
supervisor race back home.
ways, but none more symbolic and neEven on a micro level, we are losing
glectful than our out-of-state voter registhe opportunity to truly circumvent the
tration.
University and represent the interests of
Admittedly, I have long been — and
our own neighborhood. D.C. is divided
will remain until the end of this election
into 37 Advisory Neighborhood Comcycle — an absentee voter in California.
missions, which are broken down into
Corey
Until recently, I believed that a vote in
smaller neighborhood districts that elect
D.C. was a wasted one. The city is relia single representative to their commisJacobson
ably Democratic, and it lacks federal repsion. Each ANC reports directly to the
Columnist
resentation through which I can support
mayor and the City Council, effectively
my party of choice on a national level.
wielding the strongest neighborhood
But taking into account the collective student voice before the D.C. government. Yet despite the
body, things look a little different. Roughly one in fact that GW’s campus spans multiple districts, GW
seven D.C. residents is a university student, ac- students have historically been unable to win a seat
cording to the Consortium of Universities of the on their own ANC. The reason is simple: Even if stuWashington Metropolitan Area. Theoretically, if all dents decide to run, most of their peers aren’t regis87,000 of us woke up tomorrow and registered to tered to vote in D.C. So instead of having an active
vote in D.C., we would be one of the city’s largest student representing the neighborhood on issues
voting blocs. The District is still discovering its po- like late-night hours at FoBoGro or liquor licenses at
litical identity — it has only elected five mayors in local restaurants, we end up being “represented” by
its mere 36 years of quasi-self-governance, and the one of the few non-student residents in the area.
demographics are constantly changing. Overnight,
And if you don’t believe that GW has a place in
we could reshape the entire political dynamic of the local D.C. politics, consider that nearly a third of the
capital.
240,000 GW alumni live in the Washington MetroMelodramatic? Sure. Idealistic? Maybe. But con- politan Area, and they are leading by example. Ashsider the education reform push by Mayor Adrian er Corson, who is one of only a handful of GW stuFenty and D.C. schools Chancellor Michelle Rhee dents to have been elected to an ANC seat while still
that generated media attention across the country attending the University, continues to represent his
and sparked national debate. D.C. made similar ANC-2A03 and serves as the president of the Foggy
headlines when it began recognizing same-sex mar- Bottom Association. Ryan Hutcherson is running a
riages performed outside the District and liberal- write-in campaign for mayor based largely on the
izing its medical marijuana laws. While residents premise of increasing District participation. Vincent
live under the incredible injustice of federal taxation Gray will likely be elected tomorrow as D.C.’s next
without representation, nothing can diminish D.C.’s mayor.
symbolic status as our nation’s capital. Our actions
Tomorrow is Election Day, and for the first
in this city have consequences far beyond that of lo- time ever, D.C. is allowing same-day registration.
cal government.
I encourage everyone who hasn’t already voted by
Understandably, many students are still regis- absentee ballot to head down to the nearest voting
tered to vote in their home states because they don’t precinct. It’s about time we start gaining a sense of
feel rooted in D.C. More importantly, the quality of ownership over our city.
life on campus is just fine. We are supported by our
–The writer, a senior majoring in business, is a Hatchet
parents and a private university, and our biggest
columnist.

No more mandatory attendance
I

've seen a distributing trend in some of my is not an option, well, then that is their choice to
classes this semester: A professor makes class make. Ultimately professors need to trust that
attendance mandatory and students feel re- those students who genuinely care about their
quired to attend, only to not pay attention.
education will be in class, if the professor makes
I've seen students polish off a paper, read The the lecture worth students' time.
Washington Post and spend 50 minutes on FaceSimilarly, sometimes students just need to
book. This is not because students are
miss a class, and should be able to do
inherently lazy or easily distracted, but
so when necessary. With Thanksgiving
because they seek to maximize their
just around the corner, many students
time. Mandatory attendance policies
who live outside of the New York,
may achieve their surface goal of getNew Jersey and Pennsylvania region
ting bodies to the classroom, but no
need to fly home earlier, or risk spendattendance policy will force our minds
ing $1,000 for a 2.5 hour plane ride. We
to be there.
should be able to make these decisions
The goal of a professor should be to
on our own without receiving a grade
Gabrielle
engage a classroom of curious minds,
deduction for missing class. Also, wedFriedman
not provide a hub from which students
dings and religious ceremonies may
blast Tweets or status updates.
seem optional to some professors, but
Columnist
When I think about my current
for students who want to be present
course load, I realize that the classes
at these events, they can manage their
with the most lax attendance policies have just own time and workload how they want to.
as high attendance as those with mandatory atAs for students who believe a participation
tendance. Contrary to some professors’ beliefs, grade is an important part of class – I agree. Howstudents actually want to learn. We want to come ever, participation grades can still be calculated
to class, take notes and walk away with a better without mandatory attendance. Many profesunderstanding of the material.
sors foster debate through Blackboard discussion
But when a professor simply stands in front boards or invite students to take their learning
of the room, reads the PowerPoint word-for-word outside the classroom and attend a relevant offand tells us what we already learned from nightly campus event; all of these actions count as parreadings, students will mentally check out. What ticipation.
good is it to force students to come to class if they
The truth is, sometimes students just can’t
are not going to pay attention?
make it to class for a variety of reasons. Ultimately,
Students will go to class if professors consis- it’s a give-and-take between the professor and the
tently teach material that students did not already student. If professors give us something valuable
learn while reading the textbook. Making class during lecture, we’ll be there to take it. Otherwise,
more engaging would get students’ eyes off their students will find other ways to be productive,
laptops and onto the professor without overly po- even if that means using class time to do it.
licing students.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in international
For those students who may decide that class
affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.
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“It must have gotten better,” I
told myself. “Surely after years of
complaining, poor food service and
Student Association talking points,
there must have been improvement.”
Somewhere between being extorted for every dollar in my wallet
and digging into the clearly subpar
food, I realized I was mistaken.
The underlying issue with J
Street and dining reform at GW is
that by the time a student learns the
complexities of the program's faults,
he or she no longer cares about J
Street.
Well, now I'm a senior, and I’m
still willing to say J Street dining is
a disservice to students, and GW
needs to stop managing the issue
and focus on fixing it. If you want to
raise the quality of J Street, the answers are simple, but will require a
serious commitment.
First, the horrendous, CNNspouting Washington Monument
in the center of J Street needs to be
taken down. This inane addition to J
Street makes it impossible to expand
the kitchen sizes on the first floor.
As an old motto of GW-insiders
goes, “The day they put the Washington Monument in Marvin was
the day they stabbed J Street in the
heart.”
The University also needs to
completely do away with mandatory spending. J Street is centrally located in a building that hosts GW offices, student org headquarters and
almost daily special events targeted
at college students who tend to eat
fast food. If a restaurant or contractor cannot turn a profit in J Street,
it probably learned business on the
other side of the Iron Curtain. Let’s
stop subsidizing what should be an
easily profitable venue.
GW continues to manage the
problem instead of solving it. The
University expanded the buffet and
has been trying various vendors over
the past few years, but these efforts
merely distract from J Street's more
pressing issues. I’m sorry to say that
a little bit more lettuce and a new
taco stand aren’t going to make students happy with mandated dining.
With so many obvious problems, why haven’t there been tangible improvements? The problem
lies in the fact that by the time a
GW student understands all of the
issues with J Street, he or she no
longer cares. These are the implications of the system in place. When
our student representatives are
elected, prospective freshmen don’t
vote. This means at most, only one
group of voting students face another year of J Street money, and these
students only have to spend half of
what they had to pay before. Ask
an SA candidate if he or she cares
more about appealing to incoming,
non-voting freshmen or to the everelusive graduate student vote. The
candidate probably tiptoes around
the question, but we all know who
gets into the platform first.
GW has shown very little interest in actually solving this problem.
We have a system that prevents students with a vested interest in the issue from being heard.
Most students don’t realize that
if they have enough credit to be a
semester ahead of their actual attendance, they can get out of mandatory spending for that semester.
I encourage everybody capable to
take advantage of that fact. Spend
your mandatory money, but no
more. There’s no reason to be ripped
off and come back for more, unless
you are that unlucky junior or senior
who really doesn’t have time for
anything else.
–The writer, a senior majoring in international affairs, is a Hatchet senior
columnist.
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Alumni vie for seats in Congress
Conway, Reid
in tight, high
profile races
by nicole mortimer
Hatchet Reporter

Zachary Krahmer | hatchet photographer

Students who work on the radio program "This Just In!" pose with Host
Dick Golden, center front, and Executive Director Michael Freedman.

Global Media
Institute honored
by sarah corcoran
Hatchet Reporter
A GW Global Media Institute-produced radio program has been named one
of the best in the world, the
second year in a row the institute has won the distinction.
Staffed partly by GW
students, “This Just In!”
won a silver medal in the
New York Festivals International Radio Awards’ history
category.
Partnered
with
the
Newseum and operating
on a $40,000 grant from the
Ethics and Excellence in
Journalism Foundation, CBS
news correspondent Sam
Litzinger hosts “This Just
In!” Episodes have featured
interviews with Jim Lehrer
of PBS, Nick Clooney — a
movie expert and father
of actor George Clooney
— and various other news
correspondents,
museum
curators and key figures in
journalism past and present.
Michael Freedman, the
director of the Global Media
Institute and the radio program’s executive producer,
said he wanted to create a
show that focused on the impact of journalism throughout history and could be
used as a guide for the current journalism revolution.
Senior Konrad Kopczynski manages the show’s
online database and has

archived its 40 episodes.
Lindsay Underwood, also a
senior, serves as the show’s
associate
producer
and
writes teasers for each program, selecting quotes to
bring listeners back week
after week.
“The promotion elements and web elements [of
the radio series] started with
our students,” said Heather
Date, another “This Just
In!” producer who formerly
worked at CNN.
Freedman, who is also
a professor in the School of
Media and Public Affairs,
said he sometimes puts ideas
for new programs out to his
classes.
“It’s not unusual for the
students to have better ideas
than I do,” Freedman said.
Freedman said he is
proud of what the radio program has accomplished.
“We have a good show.
There’s an awful lot of time
and energy that goes into it,
but you’re always thrilled
when a jury of your peers
agrees,” he said.
The Global Media Institute plans to add the National Press Club as a third
partner if the radio program
is awarded a new grant, as
well as increase student involvement.
“We hope they get out of
this good experience while
they’re working that they
can transfer to work and
their future,” Date said. u

Dennis Lee | hatchet photographer

The parking structure at 515 20th St. will be torn down this month.
Construction is expected to last until April 2012.

Construction near E
St. disturbs residents
Workers begin at 7
a.m. on demolition
of parking garage
by bilikisu adeyemi
Hatchet Reporter
Students living on E and
F streets may wake up to
the sound of jackhammers,
as HITT Contracting began
tearing down a parking
structure at 515 20th St. last
week.
University officials said
in September they were
working with the developer
of the Courtyard by Marriott
Hotel – which will be built
on the location – to keep the
company mindful of the effect construction has on students and the community.
But construction hours will
begin at 7 a.m. – the earliest
starting hour District law
allows.
“All I have to say is I am
not a fan of jackhammer at
seven in the morning,” Chris
Blauner, a freshman Thurston Hall resident, said.
The District issued Allstate Hotel LLC – the company developing the Marriott hotel – a permit Sept.
24 to tear down the structure, and the construction
officially began Oct. 26.
Construction can run until 7 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
Mike Tyler of MJ Tyler and Associates LLC, a
spokesman for the hotel de-

velopers, said workers have
to get permission if they
want to work after hours.
“In areas where there
are residents or students
this most likely would not
be permitted,” Tyler said.
He said Tuesday that
construction and demolition “will start within the
time periods allowed by the
permits we have received.
It has taken the demolition
subcontractor some time to
get all of the proper protection installed around the
project site but they should
be done now.”
Though the project is
near multiple GW buildings
– including the Elliott School
of International Affairs, Old
Main and Mitchell Hall –
University
spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard said the
project isn’t associated with
the University, and GW cannot decide what the work
hours will be.
Sherrard said in order
to manage the impact of the
project on the community,
“the University has been
in touch with the project’s
representatives to gather
information on construction-related issues. We will
provide this information,
as it is available, to members of the University community.”
The
construction
is
planned to last through the
spring of 2012.
The hotel will have more
than 150 guest suites, and
Allstate Hotel LLC said it
hopes to finish the hotel in
April 2012. u

Seven GW alumni are up
for re-election Nov. 2, and one
alumnus is seeking his first
term in the U.S. Senate.
Many of the politicians
are in tight, attention-grabbing races that are expected
to dramatically change the
makeup of Congress come
Election Day.
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
who graduated from the GW
Law School in 1964, is neckand-neck with Republican
candidate Sharron Angle.
A CNN, Time and Opinion
Research Corporation poll
released Oct. 27 shows 49
percent of likely voters are
supporting Angle, while 45

percent are backing Reid.
Democrat Jack Conway is
running against Republican
candidate Rand Paul, son of
Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, for
a seat in the Senate. Conway
has served as the Attorney
General of Kentucky since
2008 and is a 1995 graduate of
GW Law School.
In 2002, Conway was a
candidate for Kentucky’s 3rd
congressional district, but narrowly lost to Republican candidate Anne Northup. He is
currently behind in the polls,
and members of the College
Democrats held a phone bank
for the candidate to try and
drum up some last minute
support for the alumnus.
Rep. Eric Cantor, R-Va., is
seeking another term to represent his state’s 7th district
in the House. While at GW,
Cantor majored in political
science.
He currently serves as the
House whip, and if Republicans regain control of the

House, Cantor could become
the majority leader. He is being challenged for the House
seat by Democratic nominee
Rick Waugh, who is trailing
Cantor in recent polls.
Rep. Jason Altmire, DPenn., is up for re-election
this year against Republican
candidate Keith Rothfus. Altmire is running to represent
the 4th district of Pennsylvania, an office he has held since
2006.
“We’re in a great position
going into Election Day and
the Congressman looks forward to continuing to fight for
western Pennsylvania families and workers,” Rachael
Heisler, Altmire’s campaign
manager, said in an e-mail.
An independent poll released Oct. 20 shows that Altmire is ahead by 12 percentage points. Altmire received
a master’s degree in health
administration from GW in
1998.
Rep. Jimmy Duncan, R-

Tenn., graduated from GW
Law School in 1973 and is
seeking another term. He is
up against Democratic candidate Dave Hancock as he
seeks to continue representing Tennessee’s 2nd district in
the House.
In New York, Republican nominee John Gomez is
challenging Rep. Steve Israel,
D-N.Y., for the state’s 2nd district seat in the House. Israel
received a degree in political
science in 1983 from GW and
was first elected to the House
in 2000.
While most alumni in
Congress hold law or political science degrees, Rep. Cliff
Stearns, R-Fla., graduated
from GW’s School of Engineering and Applied Science
with a degree in 1963.
Stearns is running for
re-election against Independent candidate Steve Schonberg for Florida’s 6th district.
Stearns has held this position
since 1989. u
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UPD-MPD
from p. 1
this involves something that
somehow touches on a campus, so it’s not always clear
right off the bat.”
He said any sexual offense is a very sensitive and
complicated issue, as MPD
must find out what happened, while at the same
time respecting the privacy
of the victim.
While Klein couldn’t reveal more about the investigation of the reported rape,
he said it was “not a random
event, that there was no
danger to the community,
of a woman walking down
and being snatched into the
alley.”
In another incident, an
on-campus laptop theft in
the 2100 block of G Street
didn’t prompt a Crime Alert
from UPD like similar laptop thefts had previously.
UPD Chief Kevin Hay
said UPD’s policy on Crime
Alerts requires that messages be sent out for crimes
like homicide, aggravated
assault, rape and most robberies.
“When it’s a purse
snatch, or something like
you run up and grab a phone
from someone or you take a
laptop from someone, that’s
like a purse snatch. We don’t
always do [Crime Alerts] in
those cases,” he said.
Hay explained that the
previous laptop theft at the
Gelman Library Starbucks
prompted a Crime Alert because a good description of
the suspect was available
and UPD “thought it would
be helpful for others to help
us identify that person.”
Though for the G Street
laptop theft a description
was included on MPD’s Second District e-mail listserv, a

BLOOMBERG
from p. 1
must convey guiding remarks and inspiration as
graduates begin a new stage
in their life after college, all
qualities which Knapp said
that the philanthropic and
political leader conveys.
Knapp said the University received more than 30
suggestions for speakers

Crime Alert wasn’t sent.
Klein said lookouts are
constantly changing in developing situations, but
said in instances where both
UPD and MPD respond, like
in the G Street case, there is
typically coordination between the two departments.
“There’s no reason why
they’re not seeing each other's reports and sharing that
information,” Klein said of
the two departments.
A long-standing relationship
Darnell said the communication with MPD is a mix
of e-mails, telephone calls
and formal and informal
meetings with Klein and
other MPD officials.
“We get daily information from the Metropolitan
Police Department now, we
have a very good relationship with Commander Matt
Klein. We’re in regular contact with him, so I would say
the relationship is very, very
good,” Darnell said.
Hay, who began working
at GW in September, said
he’s “very pleased” with the
UPD and MPD relationship.
“They’re very supportive, they respond in a timely
manner when we ask for
their assistance,” he said.
Hay said he reads a
morning report from MPD,
which he uses to share
lookouts with UPD officers.
Other reports from MPD are
more specialized and deal
with situational awareness.
He said a recent report dealt
with the dangers of Four
Loko, an energy drink with
12 percent alcohol.
“I read [MPD incident reports] every day, and when I
see one that’s close to campus, or has one that I think
may affect either Mount Vernon or Foggy Bottom, then
I share that with my commanders who push it out to
roll calls. And it’s a two-way
this year, and eventually
narrowed down the pool to
six. The multifaceted process for selection of a speaker began under the Board of
Trustees and was ultimately
decided on by Knapp and
other University senior staff
members.
Bloomberg will speak
to an estimated 25,000
graduates and guests on
the National Mall during
the University-wide Commencement ceremony.

street. When we have something that’s of interest we will
send that to Metropolitan Police as well,” Hay said.
Hay said he and Klein
knew each other when Hay
worked for Park Police prior
to his job at GW, and that
he has an upcoming faceto-face meeting with Klein
Nov. 8 that will include other university police chiefs in
the D.C. area.
“My predecessor [Dolores Stafford] met with Matt
from time to time, but this
is something we want to do
to compare notes and work
together a little bit better, so
yeah, this is a little bit new
but it’s not like it hasn’t happened in the past,” he said.

occur daily? Probably not.”
Klein said that several
times a week Hay reaches
out to him directly and informs him if he hears something or wants to know
about something.
“A lot of the time the
information flows the other
way, we get information
from GW, and Chief Hay’s
good about that,” Klein
said.
“I can tell you that Chief
Hay and associate vice president Darnell are very enthusiastic about maintaining a
good relationship with MPD
and particularly the Second
District,” he added.

While Klein said information is exchanged between UPD and MPD in
some form on a daily basis,
when asked if officials in
departments talk to each
other each day, Klein said he
wasn’t sure.
“We have our lieutenant
who’s in charge of PSA 207,
Lt. Wheeler-Moore, and she
communicates with UPD
and with the Foggy Bottom
community regularly,” Klein
said. “Like I said, I meet
with Chief Hay and have
met several times with vice
president Darnell. Does it

Building up communication
efforts
Darnell is looking at implementing an overall safety
and security assessment of
the University.
He said the assessment
will begin internally but an
outside firm may be contracted to look at threats,
natural hazards and potential emergencies, and subsequently determine what
shortfalls exist and need to
be addressed.
“Now that we have the
new police chief on board
which sort of fills out the
units that make up the Office of Safety and Security,
we’ve got the full team on
board,” Darnell said.
Hay said as students
spend their four years in
D.C., his department wants
them to have a good experience, but he noted that
part of students' education
should be developing a good
set of street smarts.
“I think most seniors
who leave George Washington would say that they’re
more streetwise when they
leave than when they got
here… we want to help in
any way we can to develop
those street smarts.” u

Student
Association
President Jason Lifton said
Bloomberg was a good
choice for Commencement
speaker.
“I think that his success in business and politics
will really speak to GW students,” Lifton said. “We’re
excited to have him here.”
Bloomberg most recently
delivered the Commencement address to the Class of
2010 at Johns Hopkins University in Maryland.

First
lady
Michelle
Obama was the Commencement speaker for the GW
Class of 2010's ceremony
this past May. Previous GW
Commencement
speakers
include Rahm Emanuel, former chief of staff to President Barack Obama; former President George H.W.
Bush; former first lady Barbara Bush; and Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton.
–Lauren French contributed to
this report

"We get daily
information from
the Metropolitan
Police Department...
so I would say the
relationship is very,
very good."
Darrell darnell

Senior Associate Vice President
for Safety and Security
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Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart perform together during Saturday's Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear.

rally
from p. 1
comedians, Muslim basketball player Kareem Abdul-Jabbar came onstage
to illustrate and help quell
Colbert’s supposed fear of
Muslims.
Stewart later said “the
inability to distinguish terrorists from Muslims makes
us less safe, not more.”
Members of GW's chapter of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity went to the rally
together and secured a view
close to the stage, which was
set up in front of the Capitol.
A freshman in the fraternity, Alex Osterman, said
he woke up at 8:15 a.m. and
arrived at the rally about an
hour later.
“I hope it is funny and
not too political,” Osterman
said before the event began,
hoping to get a good laugh
from Colbert, of whom he is
a big fan.
Others came from across
the country to participate.
Stephanie Paulson, a

SENIOr Gift
from p. 1
not be forced to leave GW
due to a sudden change in
their financial status.”
Thibault,
a
former
Hatchet staff writer, said
the Green Campus Fund —
which supports efforts for
sustainable enterprises at
the University — received

22-year-old recent graduate
of Purdue University, said
she came from Indianapolis,
Ind., and was able to attend
the rally while visiting family in D.C.
“I’m tired of all the anger, the hate and the ignorance. It is time that people
decided that they can disagree and be more civil,”
Paulson said.
GW alumnus Jason
Keiffer, a volunteer at the
event, arrived at 5:30 a.m. to
help set up and noticed that
some people had already begun gathering for the rally.
“It showed people that
there are other sane people,”
Keiffer said of the event’s
turnout.
Gwen Holbrow of Massachusetts said she was unsure of what the event was
going to be like but that she
thought it was great.
“What a large crowd of
rational people,” Holbrow
said. “I am sad, however,
that the leaders were television comedians and not
my politicians, but at least
someone is doing it.”
–Amy D’Onofrio contributed
to this report
the second-most number of
votes.
The Class of 2010 raised
more than $31,000 for the
Gelman Library Restoration Fund, the class gift
last year. Overall, the class
raised $75,000 for various
gifts spread throughout
the University.
Students will have until June 2011 to make a donation to the Senior Class
Gift. u
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This Week in
GW History
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20 years ago...

A student is suspended
for possession of a
blow dart gun.

24 years ago...
GW buys
Schenley for
$1.8 million.

Christian Ewing
Contributing Editor
cewing@gwhatchet.com
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106 years ago...
The library
establishes a notalking rule.

Students trick-or-treat
for cans, not candy
Collecting donations door-to-door
by Andrea vittorio
Life Editor

jordan emont | hatchet Staff pHOTOGRAPHER

Professor Steven Roberts was recently named the fourth most interesting person in
D.C. by D.C. Spotlight, an online newspaper.

Spotlight on:
Steven Roberts
Professor named "fourth most
interesting person in D.C."
Professor Steven Roberts describes himself as an “old white
guy from New Jersey.”
But D.C. Spotlight, an online
newspaper, prefers to call the journalist the “fourth most interesting
person in D.C.”
Roberts worked for the New
York Times for 25 years and was
the senior writer at U.S. News
and World Report for seven years.
Now, he’s a New York Times bestselling author and a substitute host
on NPR’s "The Diane Rehm Show."
Since 1997, Roberts has been teaching at GW's School of Media and
Public Affairs.
Roberts' first job was at the
New York Times in 1962, when he
worked as a research assistant to
James "Scotty" Reston, the paper’s
then-Washington bureau chief. Reston was one of the most influential
figures in journalism at the time,
yet Roberts recalls, “Every day, he
made time for me and it made a
profound impact.”
Though Roberts is usually
noted for his work as a political
analyst, he has recently spoken at
several arts festivals.
“I am pleased to be recognized
for a whole different side of my
professional life, the storytelling
side,” Roberts said of a recent event
at Politics and Prose bookstore.
The stories that capture Roberts
most are about families – his three
published books all relate to different aspects of family life.
In “From This Day Forward,”
Roberts and his wife, fellow journalist Cokie Roberts, comment on
their own partnership, as well as
marriage in general in America.
“My Fathers' Houses” is Roberts’
childhood memoir of growing up
in an immigrant community in
Bayonne, N.J.
“I encourage my students to
write about their families, because
the material is accessible,” said
Roberts. Reading about his students' families inspired Roberts’
latest book, “From Every End Of
this Earth,” which uses personal
stories to show the large contributions made by immigrant families
in today’s society.
“I care about [my students].
And because I care about them,
they share things about their lives
with me,” Roberts said. “I learn as
much from my students as they do
from me.”

Senior Haley Friedlich, one of
Roberts’ current students, said she
looks forward to doing his assignments and spends more time on
work for his feature writing class
than on any other subject.
“I know that when [the assignments] are in Roberts’ hands they
will be genuinely appreciated,” she
said.
Roberts’ openness allows his
relationships with students to continue even after they leave GW.
“I have a vast network of several hundred students who I’m still
in touch with,” he said, especially
when it comes to jobs. Roberts said
he facilitates networking among
former students.

''

by Rachel davidson
Hatchet Reporter

Pushing blue move-in carts
and singing Disney songs, an army
of costumed students roamed the
neighborhoods around the Mount
Vernon Campus Saturday night
knocking on people's doors. But it
wasn’t candy the students wanted.
It was cans.
As part of Trick-or-Treat for
Service, which was created last
year by junior Jake Stewart, about
100 volunteers collected 11 carts'
worth of food that will be donated
to the Capital Area Food Bank.
“I enjoy going trick-or-treating
and it’s something that I never
want to stop doing. It’s a throwback to my childhood,” said Stewart, a member of community service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega
and a former house proctor on the
Vern. After going trick-or-treating
for candy during freshman year,
Stewart said he wanted to do something more.
So last year, he gathered together about 20 volunteers – mainly his
fraternity brothers and residents –
and sent them out with black trash
bags.
“Students got so much more
food than we expected and came
back to my room with ripped bags
spilling with food,” Stewart said.
They collected two blue carts' worth
of donations, estimated to contain
at least 500 pounds of food.
After a successful first year,
Stewart coordinated with Mount
Vernon Campus Life, the Neighbors Project, various house proctors
and other service organizations to
make the event even bigger.
Another major partner was the
Capital Area Food Bank, the largest nonprofit hunger and nutrition
education resource in D.C. Acceptable donations for the food bank
included canned items, cereal and
hygiene products like toothpaste
and diapers.
“I like the idea of a food collection because I think it adds a
unique service dynamic to regular trick-or-treating, where you’re
not just trick-or-treating for yourself, you’re trick-or-treating for
the community and those who are
less fortunate,” said Aly Azhar, a
house proctor in West Hall who
led a group of his residents for the
night.
To reach neighborhoods from
Foxhall Road to MacArthur Boulevard, students either walked or
rode in donated Zipcar or 4-RIDE
vehicles.
Operating out of the Pelham
Commons dining area, volunteers

''

Shapiro Professor

“One of the greatest lessons
professor Roberts has given his
students is how to give back,” said
Vanessa Maltin Weisbrod, a former
student of Roberts who is now the
food and lifestyle editor for Delight
Magazine. “If you’ve had a class
with him, you know that he’s always helping students find internships and jobs through his previous
students.”
Roberts’ newest book, “Our
Haggadah,” which he co-wrote
with his wife, is set to be released
this spring. The book will illustrate
how differing faiths within a family unite, rather than divide, its
members.
For the moment, however,
Roberts plans to continue teaching
and spend more time with his six
grandchildren.
“What my heroes taught me is
that the time you spend with young
people — the time you spend helping them, mentoring them — is as
profound a work that you can do,”
he said. u

becky crowder | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

For Trick-or-Treat for Service, students went around the neighborhoods near the Mount
Vernon Campus asking for food and hygiene products to donate to the Capital Area
Food Bank. By the end of the night, they filled 11 blue move-in carts with donations.

Let's talk
about

SEX

I learn as much from
my students as they
do from me.
Steven Roberts

were dispatched in small groups to
designated routes, maps and reusable bags in hand.
“It was really rewarding to
see people excited about giving
back and people already having
prepackaged bundles for us,” said
sophomore Lauren Piccioli, who
participated in the event through
her community service sorority,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha. “And everyone was really friendly. So it was
great.”
Next year, Stewart plans to join
forces with American University,
which is located close to the Vern.
Beyond that, he has an even loftier
target in mind.
“If we’re talking top goal here:
to have Michelle Obama come and
bring her daughters,” he said. “You
gotta have those huge goals.” u

An endless string of Eskimos
Despite GW’s 20,000-plus students, I
Recently, I came across an Eskimo brother of
frequently find myself coming across exes. my own. A friend of mine was telling me about
Whether they are former girlfriends or recent a weekend hookup he had a couple months
hookups, they are everywhere. The “it’s a small back. After hearing a few details and tidbits of
world after all” feel is inescapable. But even information, I started to feel an odd sense of
more awkward than these run-ins are the Es- déjà vu. The bad kissing and the sloppiness —
kimo brothers that I have accumuhis experiences told the story of
lated as a result.
a hookup that I had also experiFor those who are unaware
enced with a girl not too long ago.
of Eskimo brothers, allow me to
The half-moon hickey on his neck
Harrison Levitan
explain. An Eskimo brother is an
only confirmed my suspicions.
individual, male or female, with
Smiling upon the sight of the
whom you share a proxy hooklunar love mark, my stare was met
up. In short, he or she has fooled
by Ben’s* inquisitive glance.
around with one of your past flames. And with
“Callie*?” I asked.
our student body’s healthy sexual appetite, I
“You too?” Ben responded. “You should
can almost guarantee that the girl you drunk- have warned me!”
enly went home with last weekend wasn’t sowDespite the momentary awkwardness, it
ing her oats for the first time.
was surprisingly enjoyable to go through the
The truth is that if you have had sex with play-by-play of both our hookups with somesomeone since coming to Foggy Bottom, you one who could relate. In the purest sense, mislikely have accumulated at least one GW Es- ery loves company.
kimo brother or sister.
Uncovering a new Eskimo brother is an unAs with any relative, you may not be partic- avoidable aspect of the college dating and matularly keen on a member of your Eskimo fam- ing scene. My best advice: embrace them. In the
ily, especially since you did not choose to have Biblical sense, you share the same knowledge.
a relation to him or her — unless, of course, you Like two people who have taken a bite from
had a three-way. But whether you like it or not, the same forbidden fruit, you will always share
you will always share a bond with your Eskimo that common, and usually laughable, experikin, even if the experience you both shared was ence. u
not a positive one.
*Names have been changed to protect the naughty.

Like sex?

The Hatchet is looking for sex columnists
e-mail life@gwhatchet.com
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My new friends: Hopelessness and Helplessness
He fell out of the tree and hit the ence in Uganda. "Helplessness" is the name
ground with a thud. I watched as he strug- I’ve given to the little knot in my stomach
gled to stand up.
that formed after months of AIDS clinical
He looked at me, then at my friend research, torture victim interviews and
Jack, who had gingerly put his book down refugee camp visits. As my boda boda – a
to watch the debacle.
bicycle taxi common in Uganda – pulled
Little Guy, as I’ve taken to calling him away the next morning without me saying
after many failed attempts to cross the goodbye to Little Guy, "Hopelessness" beSmabya-English language barcame that second little knot in
rier, was the most rambunctious
my stomach telling me that for
orphan in the Nsambya coman HIV-positive orphan living
Ali Peters
pound. Although he only meain rural Uganda, falling out
sures up to my hip, he could
of a tree and breaking a limb
carry plantain bunches and
wasn’t too bad of a day.
water jugs twice his size. His
Even though I’ve made
amusing appearance — which included other friends and acquaintances in Ugana mini black satin vest that looked like it da – including a wonderfully exciting pair
might have come from a village wedding of Barack Obama-obsessed Kenyan graduin the 1960s, and loose-fitting camel-col- ate students and a vivacious fashion deored trousers along with his broad-faced signer in the tailor district near Old Taxi
toothless grin — immediately made him Park – "Helplessness" and "Hopelessness"
my favorite.
stick with me the most.
Finally, he looked down at the protrudOne of my favorite high school teaching bone in his left arm. A look of anguish, ers once said, “Some people are meant to
pain, and perhaps even surprise, mingled be those Ghandis, and others are meant
with faint confusion, danced across his to be those Matisiyahus. Still others are
face.
meant to be those guys playing guitar
I ran back into my hut to grab some old in the coffee shop. It doesn’t matter how
T-shirts to make into a sling. By the time you make an impact, so long as you make
I came back, he was gone. His guardian one.”
sent him, along with a few other orphans
There are 17 of us on this study abroad
to the "First Aid" — a shabby village clin- program, and while we come from differic about 10 kilometers up the dirt road. I ent places, we are all here for one reason
didn’t see Little Guy’s toothless grin for — to make an impact. We have nebulous
the rest of my stay in the village. I didn’t majors like development and political
know where he went, if he was able to see science, but as a group, whether we are
a doctor, or if he still needed medical at- navigating the Ugandan Internal Review
tention. There was nothing I could do.
Boards – the country's research approval
This wasn’t the first time I had felt organization – or children’s HIV/AIDS
helpless during my study abroad experi- clinics, there seems to be an insatiable de-

PHOTO courtesy of Ali peters

Junior Ali Peters is studying abroad in Kampala, Uganda, where she encounters the real-life impact of
HIV/AIDS through clinical research, interviews with torture victims and visits to refugee camps.

sire to make a Ghandi-sized impact.
Now, as I begin the second part of my
program – a six-week independent study
on the effectiveness of HIV/AIDS out-

reach programs – I find myself desperately
searching for a happy medium, the perfect
balance between my Ghandi fantasy and
"guy in the coffee shop" reality. u
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Phone: (202) 994-7079

GWMarketplace

Fax: (202) 994-1309

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all
GW students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30
per word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot
access the internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in
person at our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express
and Discover, as well as cash and check through our office.
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Jobs
Family looking for part-time
childcare for four children
(two boys, two girls, ages 5
1/2, 4, 2 1/2 and 1 1/2; black
lab dog in the house also).
Ideally one afternoon a week
for 3-4 hours (specific day
negotiable), and one full
Saturday a month (specific
Saturday negotiated monthto-month). Possible opportunity for more work over the
summer. Some experience
with child care or baby sitting required. Hiring would
begin on provisional basis.
Pay $20/hour (one afternoon

To advertise in

The GW Hatchet
Call: 202) 994-7682
Monday - Friday
9AM-5PM
or
Email us at:
ads@gwhatchet.com

a week and one Saturday a
month equals $480 a month).
Email randy.schriver@armitageinternational.com
Seeking part-timechild
care care for 10 hours a
week - Monday-Thursday
from 5:30 pm to 8:00 pm in
Mount Vernon area, Fairfax
County. Responsible for two
4-year old children, including picking the children up
from school in Old Town
Alexandria. Must speak
English; be legally permitted to work in the U.S.; and
hold valid drivers' license and
provide own transportation.

References required, and candidates should be prepared
for a background check. To
apply: (703) 704-5355;
sbrohde@cox.net
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IN Brief
Men's and women's squash
starts seasons with wins
Both the men’s and women’s
squash teams began their ninth
season of existence as a Division
I sport Friday night, hoping to repeat the success they each had
last season, when both teams
were ranked among the top 20
teams in the country.
Both teams seemingly picked
up where they left off last season, dominating Georgetown 9-0
at home in both the men’s and
women’s contests. The Hoyas
proved to be no match for the
Colonials, who lost only one set
out of 28 in both the men’s and
women’s competitions.
Coming off a season in which
it ranked as high as 17th in the
country, the women’s squash
team (1-0) has a new look with
a slew of new players and a new
head coach, Wendy Lawrence,
who took over coaching the women’s team in addition to her duties as the men’s team’s head
coach.
“We have a lot of depth this
year,” women’s team captain
Lauren Mathieu said. “We have
six new freshman who all play at
a very high level.”
The men’s squash team (1-0)
is not without its own fresh faces.
Headlining the newcomers for
GW on the men’s side is sophomore Islam El-Fiky, a transfer
from the American University in
Cairo and a member of the world
No. 1 ranked Egyptian Junior National Squash Team. The addition of El-Fiky, who is the 165th
ranked player in the world, has
been exciting for his new teammates.
“We are feeling pretty comfortable going into this season,”
explained senior captain Mike
Bower. “Islam El-Fiky will be huge.
He’s an amazing player and a
great addition to this team.”
El-Fiky’s arrival has also been
encouraging for Lawrence.
“Islam El-Fiky coming to GW
marks an amazing success for
this program,” she said.
After opening the season with
sweeps over the Hoyas, the Colonials seem prepared to continue
the program’s rise in the collegiate squash rankings. Lawrence
said she expected a modest
jump in the rankings for both of
her teams.
“In my wildest hopes and
dreams, both teams are near
the very top of the rankings,”
Lawrence said. “[For the women,] I think we’ll end the season
ranked somewhere between 16
and 14. Realistically, I think the
men’s team will move up somewhere around 16 or 17.”
For Bower, his team’s potential this season is rooted in its
dedication.
“We are as focused as ever,”
Bower said. “We all know the type
of team that we can be. If we are
determined, then we will have
the success that we all want for
this season.”

–Jake Deitcher

Last word
"The positive is we're
putting together one
half here, one half there
but we're just not strong
enough to put together
two good halves."
–George Lidster, men's
soccer head coach, on the
progress his young team has
shown despite its struggles to
win games in the Atlantic 10 this
season.

Number
crunch

4

Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com
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The number of games the volleyball
team has lost since having its five-game
winning streak snapped a week ago.

M. soccer still looking for first A-10 win
by Neil Sharma
Hatchet Staff Writer

Young teams are often prone to
struggling over the course of a season, but when injuries also become a
factor, wins can become scarce.
Injuries and youth have been
the story this season for the men's
soccer team, which fell 3-1 Friday
to St. Bonaventure and 3-0 Sunday
against Duquesne.
St. Bonaventure got on the board
just 64 seconds into the game Friday,
when freshman Emmett O’Connor
knocked in a goal to put the Bonnies
up 1-0. GW (2-14, 0-7 Atlantic 10)
managed to tie the game in the 11th
minute on a goal from sophomore
Seth Rudolph and keep the contest
equal at one well into the second
half.
The Bonnies began to pull away
in the 74th minute, when O’Connor
scored his second goal of the game.
St. Bonaventure added an insurance
goal in the 88th minute when senior
Fabrizio Savarino cut to the left side
of the net and fired the ball past GW
goalkeeper Brendan Lafferty.
After fighting to keep the game
tied at one, head coach George Lidster said fatigue played a role in the
Bonnies’ late goals.
“We just ran out of gas at the
end,” he said. “The conditions were
bad, muddy field, rain, wind, and
in the last few minutes we just ran
out of steam. We could have put
the game away in the first half. We
missed some good chances, could
have gone 3-1 up, and in the end,
they took their chances well.”
Rudolph’s lone goal against the
Bonnies was his sixth of the season, a
team high. Despite the sophomore’s
role as GW’s main offensive weapon, Lidster said Rudolph remains a
raw talent with room to grow in future seasons.
“He knows he could have had a
lot more goals,” Lidster said. “He’s
gotten in a lot of goal-scoring positions, and getting a lot of shots off.

Farid Hashemi | hatchet photographer

Sophomore Seth Rudolph scored GW's only goal over the weekend in his team's 3-1 road loss Friday to St. Bonaventure.
Rudolph has a team-high six goals this season, but head coach George Lidster said he still has room to improve his game.

Just needs a little bit more composure that will come with age. Those
shots will go in.”
Sunday, Duquesne came out firing in the first half against the Colonials. The Dukes outshot GW 18-4
and scored all three of its goals before
halftime. Duquesne senior Stefan
Lundberg got things started by scoring a goal in the 12th minute, and Tyler Tompkins scored a pair of quick
goals in the 43rd and 44th minutes.
Allowing teams to score quick
goals within minutes of one another
was a problem GW struggled with
early in the season but had managed
to avoid lately. Watching his team
make the same mistakes was espe-

cially frustrating for the Colonials
head coach.
“The second and third goal came
within a minute,” Lidster said. “I was
very disappointed. At the end of the
first half, we were playing against a
very strong wind, and I would have
been happy to go [into halftime] just
1-0 down. Duquesne was too strong
for us. And with a lack of concentration at the back, their players just ran
through our defense.”
Despite the losses, GW goalkeepers Brendan Lafferty and Erik
Haug both set career highs in saves
over the weekend. Lafferty had six
saves on 22 shots Friday, and Haug
had nine saves on 27 shots Sunday.

With A-10 play – in which GW
is winless this season – rapidly coming to a close, Lidster said that while
he’s seen flashes of good play, the
challenge for his team moving forward for the rest of this season and
into next season will be playing with
more consistency.
“The positive is we’re putting together one half here, one half there,
but we’re just not strong enough to
put together two good halves,” Lidster said.
The Colonials will look for their
first A-10 win of the season in their
final weekend, beginning Friday
when they’ll take on Temple on the
road at 2:30 p.m. u

W. soccer fails to qualify for A-10 tournament
by Elizabeth traynor
Hatchet Staff Writer
There was a lot on the line for
the women’s soccer team this weekend as GW took on its final two opponents of the regular season.
With wins in both of their last
two games over the weekend, the
Colonials could have qualified for
the Atlantic 10 Tournament for the
first time in more than a decade.
Both games were at home, where,
before this weekend, GW was undefeated this season.
The Colonials couldn’t defend
their home turf though, falling 2-0
to St. Bonaventure Friday and 1-0
against Duquesne Sunday. The
losses left GW (9-9, 3-6 A-10) in 11th
place in the conference and on the
outside looking in for the A-10 tournament later this week.
Even after watching her team
lose twice and miss out on postseason play, head coach Tanya Vogel
was surprisingly upbeat.
“Every season presents challenges, and some teams respond
negatively and some teams respond
favorably,” Vogel said. “This team
looked at every situation as an opportunity, they did a great job all
season long dealing with every challenge they faced.”
Friday, the Colonials played
their first home game since Oct.
3, but GW failed to capitalize on
its home-field advantage like it
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Sophomore defender Samie Cloutier, right, fights off a St. Bonaventure player Friday. GW lost both games and failed to earn a spot in the Atlantic 10 Tournament.

has for much of the season. The
team moved the ball well and had
a nearly identical shot total as the
Bonnies, but couldn’t find the back
of the net. Vogel said she was frustrated with her team’s lack of shots
Friday.
“You can’t score if you don’t
shoot, that’s the bottom line. You
have to get shots off if you want to
score,” the head coach said. “We
started so slowly going into the
game, and we weren’t physical. You
can’t win soccer games if you don’t
score, and you can’t score if you

don’t shoot.”
Friday’s loss didn’t completely
eliminate GW from the A-10 tournament. With a win against the Dukes
Sunday and some help, the Colonials could have still earned a spot
in the conference tournament. A victory Sunday also would have given
the team an overall winning record
for the season and allowed GW’s
seniors to end their Colonials career
with a win.
“Sunday is the seniors’ day,”
Vogel said Friday, in anticipation of
Sunday’s game. “You’re going to see

the seniors putting their all into it,
and any freshman, sophomore, junior on the field is going to be playing for their seniors. That’s gotta be
the focus, we need to finish the season in the right way.”
That focus was evident Sunday
as GW repeatedly amd concictently
put pressure on the Duquesne goalkeeper but never managed to get on
the board. The game stayed tied at
zero for most of the game, until the
Dukes went ahead for good on a free
kick in the 67th minute.
“I think we gave it our all today,”
senior Ashley Starks said after the final game of her career. “Sometimes
you just don’t get lucky. What’s important it that it’s a learning experience, a journey. Today was definitely
very special, very emotional, but it
was good.”
With her team’s season now
completed, Vogel said her attention
was already beginning to turn toward next season and building on
some of the success the Colonials
had at times this season.
“More than anything, we have
to get better at scoring goals. You’re
not going to be the type of team we
want to be if you’re scoring fewer
than one goal a game,” Vogel said.
“Our sophomores and juniors are
going to have to rise up and become
strong leaders. That will be key –
we’re losing some of the best leaders that have ever been a part of this
program.” u

Dayton hands volleyball fourth straight loss
by Musadiq bidar
Hatchet Reporter
The women’s volleyball team
knew coming in that Sunday’s
match against No. 17 Dayton (Bison/AVCA) was not going to be
a walk in the park. The Colonials
had faced the Flyers on the road
just over a week earlier, riding a
five-match win streak and in sole
possession of second place in the
Atlantic 10.
GW lost that game 3-0 and
wasn’t able to find much more success Sunday against the Flyers, losing 3-1 and extending its current
losing streak to four games.
The Colonials (17-11, 6-5 A-10)
did manage to keep Dayton within
reach for much of Sunday’s contest,
dropping the first set by two and
the second set by six. GW won the
third set 25-20 but couldn’t keep its
momentum in the fourth set, allowing Dayton to jump out to a 7-3 lead
before ultimately losing 25-12.
The Flyers were led by strong
offensive performances from Becky
Novacek, Lindsay Fletemier and
Amanda Cowdrey, who combined
for 33 of Dayton’s 56 kills on the
afternoon. With the win, the Flyers
remained undefeated in A-10 play.
For head coach Jojit Coronel,
the way the match ended was especially frustrating.
“There were one or two plays

where we could’ve been tougher.
We might have let down a little,” he
said. “I let the girls know that they
could have played a little tougher
in the end. We know we are a good
team and we are capable of beating
teams in our conference. We just
have to stay tough on the court.”
Senior Katie Zulandt led GW
with 13 kills on 26 attempts. MacKenzie Knox and Lauren Whyte
were the only other Colonials with
double-digit kills against Dayton.
Like Coronel, Zulandt expressed her anger about the game
but said she remained optimistic
as the team heads into the home
stretch of its season.
“To be honest it is a little frustrating to have come up short but it
was an improvement from the last
time we played them,” she said. “It
is a learning experience, however,
we will make the minor changes
and be prepared if we face them in
the A-10 tournament.”
With Sunday’s loss, GW drops
to 6-5 in conference play and currently sits in fifth place in the A-10.
Only four matches remain in the
season, three of which are against
teams ahead of the Colonials in the
standings.
The final games of the season
will be critical for GW. A loss next
Friday to Fordham could jeopardize the team’s chances of making
the conference tournament.
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The volleyball team has lost four straight games, including two against the
Flyers, since having its five-game winning streak snapped just over a week ago.

“Our number one focus right
now is Fordham,” Coronel said.
“We are going to rest today and tomorrow, practice Tuesday and prepare for Fordham. We’ll take it one
step at a time.”
Mental toughness will continue
to be a focus for the Colonials, Coronel said. GW has struggled at times
this season to remain focused in
the face of adversity, something the
Colonials head coach said will have
to change if GW is going to be successful for the rest of this season.

“Our biggest problem is toughness on the court,” Coronel said.
“Someone from the other team
gets a big kill or a good block and
we lose momentum. We have to
be mindful that it is just one point.
Volleyball is an up-and-down game
where you score all the time so we
have to remind ourselves of that
and stay tough.”
GW will look to snap its skid
this Friday at the Smith Center
against Fordham. First serve is set
for 7 p.m. u

